Dynamic Changes of Molecular Markers during Natural History in Metastatic Melanoma: Ethical Issues and Lessons to Learn
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Abstract

Objective: Malignant melanoma with brain metastases is associated with a higher risk of death. No specific treatments were demonstrated to be useful in such a situation. Drugs as temozolomide orally or new targeted treatments showed significant objective response rates, even complete regression. Such responses could be obtained using new strategies based on dynamic changes over time of some molecular markers. Elements of ethics should be taken into account in order to adapt treatment and avoid resistance.

Methods: The case of a 59-year old male with a primary cutaneous melanoma of the trunk, treated at Cancer Institute “Ion Chiricuta” from August 2001 is presented. After multiple loco-regional relapses, the patient developed brain metastases and started temozolomide 150 mg once daily, five days, every 4 weeks, 6 cycles with concurrent whole brain external radiotherapy. Comparative immunostaining including proliferation and pro-apoptotic molecular markers between the initial diagnosis (2001), before (2005) and after (2008) temozolomide treatment was performed.

Result: Nine months after the start of temozolomide treatment, complete response was confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging. Overall cancer specific survival was 41 months. Ki-67, cyclin E, HMB-45 expression and Bax/Bcl-2 ratio increased during almost 10 years of treatment and follow-up. Bcl-2 staining was absent at the last analysis. Only p53 and Bax expression didn’t changed during treatment.

Conclusion: It seems that metastatic melanoma cells lost some of pro-apoptotic markers and overexpressed markers of proliferation. Predictive markers of response and resistance were actively identified; their combination and dynamic over time could help the oncologist to select those metastatic patients with highest chances of response. Dynamic changes of these molecular markers would guide treatment and the overall core strategy. Serial biopsies and tissue analyses become a challenging ethical issue. Empiric treatments based on a unique tumor signature should be modified using an adaptive approach.
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Introduction

Melanoma is the leading cause of death from skin cancer and cases are increasing yearly worldwide for both, males and females. Brain metastases of a primary melanoma are associated with the highest risk of death [1]. No treatments were demonstrated to be useful. Median overall survival is dramatically low, around 3-3.5 months [2]. Dacarbazine is the only chemotherapy agent currently approved for the treatment of malignant melanoma, with response rates ranging from 6% to 15%, observed in large randomized trials.

New oral drugs as temozolomide (TMZ), a second-generation alkylating agent and analog of dacarbazine, showed significant objective response rates, even complete regression [3-6]. A direct comparison of temozolomide and dacarbazine demonstrated equal efficacy in terms of response rates and survival; however, no significant difference was reported [7]. 16 Researchers demonstrated that TMZ-induced apoptosis is independent of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax [8]. Cell death induced by TMZ in gliomas is due to apoptosis and determinants of sensitivity of gliomas to TMZ are MGMT methylation status and p53 expression [9]. Another important molecular marker that will be analyzed in the present work is cyclin E. Its expression in breast carcinoma increased with the grade of tumor and has prognostic value [10]. We decided to present the case of complete response for a melanoma patient with brain metastases, heavily treated for multiple loco-regional relapses. Several molecular markers were followed in tumor biopsies over time.

A formal hypothesis was generated: the benefit of an adaptive treatment, based on dynamic changes of some molecular markers of interest or an empirical approach, based on rules, guidelines and recommendations. Ethical issues were generated, they should be
clarified taking into account the severity of disease and the limited resources of treatment.

**Materials and Methods**

The main objective was to study the change of some pro-apoptotic and proliferation markers during cancer progression and to estimate the impact on treatment efficacy. The outcome of interest was the overall survival. A 59-year old male presented at Cancer Institute “Ion Chiricuta” in August 2001 with a primary cutaneous melanoma of trunk, left latero-thoracic region. It was operated with large excision; pathology report confirmed the presence of a polypoid malignant melanoma with vertical growth, without vascular invasion, lymphoid response or residual tumor. It was classified as Clark level III, Breaslow=1, 5 mm, with necrosis, pT2aN0M0, stage IB after American Joint Committee on Cancer 2002. Elective left axillary lymphadenectomy performed three months later showed no lymph nodes involvement. Between September and December 2002, the patient had two consecutive regional lymph node relapses, treated with surgery and hyperthermia, followed by four cycles of chemotherapy (Dacarbazine alone), until January 2003 when the patients received low-dose of Interpheron alpha-2b for 12 months. In April 2004, the patient was re-operated for a loco-regional lymph node relapse at 30 months after the initial diagnose. Six cycles of Dacarbazine as monotherapy, 1000 mg/m² were administered. A. In May 2004, a subcutaneous mass of the latero-thoracic region was removed by surgical excision in September 2005. Pathological report confirmed the presence of a soft tissue melanoma metastasis, completely resected. Both surgeries were followed by local hyperthermia with two fields, for five consecutive days. Six cycles of palliative chemotherapy with Dacarbazine 1000 mg/m² were administered between September 2005 and January 2006, followed by multiple applications of local hyperthermia.

**Results**

In May 2007, six years later after initial diagnosis, the patient had visceral metastases as brain lesions. He presented in our centre with neurological signs (intracranial hypertension syndrome), conventional computed-tomograph (CT) scan with intravenous contrast showed the presence of multiple brain metastases, between 5 and 30 mm diameter, right parieto-frontal, with peri-lesional edema, at least three centimetric metastases located in the right parietal lobe (Figure 1A). One of these brain metastases had 30 mm, the largest diameter, with necrosis. The patient had a good clinical status, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status (PS)=1, with no other distant metastases. We decided to start a combo-treatment: TMZ low-dose (75 mg/m²), orally, once daily (150 mg total dose), five consecutive days at 28 days interval, with concurrent whole brain radiotherapy, standard fractionation: 30 Gy in 10 fractions, 11 days. Two months later, the patient became asymptomatic and he continued TMZ in an output setting for several consecutive cycles; a total of four months of treatment were administered. Two consecutive CT scans performed nine months after the start of TMZ treatment (Figures 1B and 1C) showed a complete response (disappearance of all visible brain lesions). It was confirmed by a magnetic resonance imaging examination four months thereafter (Figure 1D).

The primary cutaneous and two metastatic tissue samples were analysed for immunohistochemical expression of Ki-67, Bcl-2, p53, cyclin E, Bax and HMB-45. Comparative immunostaining including proliferation and pro-apoptotic molecular markers, between the initial diagnosis (2001), before (2005) and after (2008) TMZ treatment was performed, as showed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular Marker</th>
<th>2001 Primary Tumor</th>
<th>2005 Subcutaneous Relapse</th>
<th>2008 Lymph Node Relapse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ki 67 (% of positive nuclei)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclin E (% of positive nuclei)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>~5%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P 53 (% of positive nuclei)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5-10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAX (staining intensity)</td>
<td>(+) positive (stratum basal)</td>
<td>(+/-) weak positive</td>
<td>(+/-) weak positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bcl-2 (staining intensity)</td>
<td>(+) positive (stratum basal)</td>
<td>(+/-) weak positive</td>
<td>(-) negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMB-45 (% of positive cells)</td>
<td>10% (stratum basal)</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Comparative immunohistochemistry (proliferative and pro-apoptotic molecular markers) between the initial diagnosis (2001), before (2005) and after (2008) Temozolomide treatment.

Expression was graded in a semi quantitative manner for some of those markers. We observed that Ki-67, cyclin E and HMB-45 expression increased during 10 years of treatment and follow-up. By the other hand, Bcl-2 staining was negative at the last analysis. It seems
that tumor lost some of pro-apoptotic molecular markers and increased the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio. Only p53 and BAX expression doesn’t change at all during treatment.

The patient was re-operated for an axillary lymph nodes relapse and finally he died in July 2013 with an extensive visceral involvement, supra and infradiaphragmatic. Actuarial overall survival was 41 months, value considered as outlier, compared with historical data from similar patients.

**Discussion**

This case report showed a complete response after concomitant chemo-radiotherapy for a heavily pre-treated melanoma patient, with multiple brain metastases. Some authors published similar objective response rates and unexpected large survival [11,12]. Complete response of brain metastases from a malignant melanoma is a rare event; it could be considered as unusual (less than 1% in patients treated with a first-line chemotherapy and exceptional for second or third-line regimens). It motivated our search of those clinical, biological, demographic and molecular variables related with the outcome, that could explain this kind of rare response.

No such response was observed in a phase II study based on a cohort of 25 patients treated with TMZ alone or in combination with docetaxel or cisplatin [3]. No details were provided from the authors of a different study about the rate of complete response at brain level; they included 132 metastatic melanoma patients and 10 to 17% of these individuals presented brain metastases at inclusion [13]. Moreover, some complete responses were observed in a medium-sized retrospective analysis of 179 melanoma patients with small brain metastases, less than 2 cm, treated with TMZ alone [14]. As showed by the same authors, median survival of patients with brain metastases was 5.6 months (95% confidence interval, 4.4-6.8 months).

Similar survival rates were obtained recently for melanoma patients treated with Ipilimumab combined with brain stereotactic radiosurgery [15].

Different TMZ protocols and schedules were used, without any major differences. A dose-dense protocol demonstrated some modest benefit, the median overall survival for melanoma cohort being 100 days [16]. We consider that TMZ added extra-benefit when combined with radiotherapy, as previously demonstrated. Conflictual data was published, some authors demonstrated no benefit for TMZ added to whole-brain radiotherapy [17]. As a general rule, those melanoma patients with brain metastases, having a good ECOG PS status (“fit”), with no other distant metastases could benefit from a combination of TMZ with radiotherapy. Unlike dacarbazine, TMZ does not require metabolic activation by cytochrome P450 and cross the blood-brain barrier. Temozolomide was in pre-registration for the treatment of advanced metastatic malignant melanoma in the US. However, rejected by the Food and Drug Agency (FDA) Oncologic Drugs Advisory Committee in March 1999.

EORTC 18032, the second phase III trial investigating TMZ in advanced melanoma has failed to demonstrate prolonged overall survival compared with standard dacarbazine chemotherapy.

A Quality Initiative of the Program in Evidence-based Care (PEBC), Cancer Care Ontario, from 20 March 2006 suggested that it is reasonable to use TMZ at a dose of 200 mg/2 orally for five days every four weeks as initial systemic treatment for patients with unresectable metastatic malignant melanoma.

Use of systemic corticosteroids (dexametazone or methyprednisolone) was strictly restricted, being accepted in two situations only: before chemotherapy as premedication and for intracranial hypertension episodes [18]. The main reason was the potential inhibition of chemotherapy-induced apoptosis by glucocorticoids as dexametazone, as suggested by Zhang.

A recent study suggested that an increase of metastatic potential and progression of malignant melanoma is associated with loss of Bcl-2 expression [19]. The lack of Bcl-2 expression could be a predictor of response to chemo-immunotherapy, as demonstrated by the same study. In metastatic melanoma patients, the expression levels of Bcl-2 and p53 were lower than those in their primary counterparts; Ki-67 expression showed no remarkable changes [20]. The study of Fecker underlines the particular role of mitochondrial apoptosis pathway and pro-apoptotic Bcl-2-related proteins for primary melanoma progression [21]. Sequential down-regulation of pro-apoptotic genes was associated with the progression of malignant melanoma [22]. Modification of p53, p21, Bax, and Bcl-2 protein levels in tumor cells might be beneficial for early treatment of melanoma as suggested by Zhang [23].

We consider that TMZ and whole brain radiotherapy combination could successfully be used in melanoma patients with brain metastases. Some predictive markers of response should be identified and their combination could help the oncologist to select those metastatic patients with the highest chances to cure. The shift at molecular level was demonstrated by immunostaining, performed at multiple and repetitive cut-points. It was the unique way to show that a specific staining profile permitted a good efficacy of TMZ. While such sequential biopsies and immunostaining are rarely performed, they are the best hypothesis generating [24]. Cause and effect were not established yet, since this is a single patient experience.

The full history of our patient showed that multiple surgical excisions, conventional chemotherapy, immunotherapy, hypertermia and external radiotherapy should be combined in a such way to eliminate tumor “bulky” volumes and to minimes or/and avoid acquired resistance. This multidisciplinary approach was highly effective for our patient; it permitted a good quality of life too. Combined treatments, concurrent or sequential, are the unique way to optimise the whole strategy, to overcome resistance and to prolong life. Melanoma, a deadly disease, generally known chemo and/or radio-resistant, needs an intelligent integration of all potential treatments. Surgery continues to be the backbone of the core-strategy even in a multimetastatic settings.

Some lessons should be learned from this case report: even those melanoma patients carrying a “lymph node only” disease, finally will fail and die, after variable time interval periods. Invariable, the switch from a pattern “lymph node only” to a global visceral involvement has the same cause: the dynamic changes during time in terms of histological grade, aggressivity, undifferentiation, angiogenesis, invasiveness, etc. Those molecular changes suggesting resistance to a specific treatment should determine the oncologist to avoid the use of that treatment. By the other hand, treatment of choice should be based on those dynamic changes corresponding to response on a specific drug.

Combined treatments (doublets on association of chemotherapy with radiotherapy) are preferred, this approach minimise the probability to develop resistant clones.
Taking into account some basic ethics principles, it is highly recommended to include such patients in prospective clinical trials and to perform consecutive molecular analyses of cancer tissue, at different time points, in our dramatic search to understand the biologic bases of response or resistance to novel interventions. The main goal is to develop prognostic and predictive biomarkers that will help clinical decision making process [25].

The overall cancer specific survival obtained by this patient demonstrate that serial biopsies from distant metastases (even brain) are more than necessary. As an ethical principle, the right of the patient to be treated should be redefined on new bases, using changes over time of some molecular predictive markers. Different treatment strategies will be generated according to expression of those molecular markers.
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